Much work has been done in the last 50 years in developing comprehensive correction algorithms for quantitative electron microbeam analysis. A number of correction methods -both theoretically and empirically based -have been used, incorporating or parameterizing various compilations of physical constants like mass absorption coefficients and mean ionization potentials. There is no single, universally accepted correction method used for microbeam analysis and the correction programs employed by the commercial instrument manufacturers give different results for the same input data.
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In the 1990's efforts were made to standardize and codify the various correction models currently in use [e.g., 1] and a computer program, CITZAF, was developed to allow comparison of these different algorithms [2] . Over the years, this program has morphed and expanded in different versions [e.g., 3] , and now the most versatile and sophisticated of these, CalcZAF, is available as freeware on the internet [4] . The program continues to evolve using numerical integration and Monte Carlo methods to enable analysis under non-standard conditions. It calculates fitting parameters, such as polynomial -factors [e.g., 5] helpful in evaluating correction behaviour in extended analytical systems. Figure 1 shows plots of calculated -factors vs. concentration for a binary alloy system, Pt-Si, comprised of a high-Z and a low-Z element. The variation in the position, shape and direction of slope of these curves shows the disparity in compositional determination by the various correction procedures and sets of mass absorption coefficients. Table 1 shows the predicted variation in calculated composition for the analysis of PtSi using pure metal standards at high and low beam energies. There is over a 15% relative variation in the calculate concentration of Si depending on which correction is used. Lowering the beam energy does not improve the analytical uncertainty. Reducing the uncertainty in this case would require finding a standard closer in composition to the sample than the pure metals. Programs like CalcZAF are useful both in predicting analytical uncertainty and in seeing under what circumstances individual correction methods cease to produce accurate results. Further developments planned for this program include continued efforts at more realistic modeling of x-ray fluorescence effects and more extensive integration of modern Monte Carlo simulation procedures in bulk, thin film and particle corrections. Table 1 . Results of CalcZAF calculations of the compositional variation produced by varying the correction procedures and values of the mass absorption coefficients (MACs) used by the program. The k-ratios (intensities relative to the pure elements) input into the program were those calculated for platinum silicide (PtSi: Pt 87.41 wt. %, Si: 12.59 wt. %) using the Pouchou and Pichoir PAP correction procedure with Henke MACs. The calculations were done for Pt L and Si K at 20 keV and for Pt M and Si K at 7 keV. In this case, lowering the accelerating potential does not reduce analytical uncertainty.
